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April 19, 1990

Document' Control-Desk
._ U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 205S5.'

Re: Docket 50.27 ,

!
Dear-Sir:- |

In- accordance with the requirements of paragraph 6.10(3)(b) 'of the Techni-- _j

. cal Specifications for the WSU modified TRIGA reactor and eaier:.the provi- i

-sions of Section 50.90 of 10 CFR 50, application is;hereby oobmitted to .j
amend the Facility License and the Technical Specifications of Facility
License No. R-76. The_ specific purposes of these amendments are to:- ]'
1) withdraw the application for amendment to the Facility License Technical ;

Specifications of November 28, 1983,-2) submit a new set of amendmen' . to
'

~

replace those submitted on November 21, 1983, 3) redefine the~maximu: a

J|
operating power level for the WSU TRIGA reactor to be consistent with ''.e
basic reactor license, 4)-include sealed sources stored in the--reactor pool
:in the Technical Specifications, and 5) correct some . typographical . errors ,j

.jin the Technical Specifications
.. ;

'

Sincerely,

W. E. Wilson
Associate Director .

IEnclosure
WEW: crc

Approved: %d
.

bM
B.J. Van Ni'e, Chair

Reae Safeguards ommittee'

'

Approved: .

Rotxfrt--V. Smith, Vice_ Provost j

for Research-6 Dean of the
~

Graduate School
'{
q
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~1) Amendmentfapplication of November 28, 1983.-

1

The application;for amendments to the Technical Specifi- Ications of Facility License No. R-76 submitted to the Commis-
sion on November.28,: 1983 are'hereby withdrawniin their i

d

entirety.:

J|
2) Amendment-to Section 4.3.3 of the Technical 1

Specifications.
.

Application ~isi hereby made~to amend Section 4.3.3'of the J
Facility Technical Specifications by replacing the: Wording of .]Section 4.3.3 with the following wording:

>

4.3.3 ' Radiation Monitoring System

Aeolicability:TThis' specification applies to_the. surveillance
monitoring for the area monitoring equipment,' Argon-41 moni-
toring1 system,and' continuous air monitoringLsystem. ,

"

Obiectives: . The objectives are to ensure-that.the radiation. '

monitoring equipment.is operatingLproperly and-capable of per-
forming _its intended' function,"and that-the alarm' points are:
set-correctly.- '

:
! Specification: DAll radiation monitoring systems shall'be veri-

fled to be operable 1at'least monthly at an interval not toi

i exceed 60 days. In~ addition, the following surveillance acti-
vities shall be perforn.ed on an annual basis at intervals not
to exceed 15 months: 1) the area radiation monitoring system ,

shall be calibrated using a certified source; 2) a calibration(
'

of the A-41 system shall.be done using at_least two different ~

;

,. calibrated gamma-ray sources; 3) -

. a calibration'shall be per-p formed on the CAM in terms of counts per unitJtime per unit'of
| activity using calibrated beta sources.

Basis: ~ Experience has shown that monthly. verification
of Radiation Monitoring Systems'> operability in conjunction ,

iwith an annual more thorough' surveillance is adequate to-
correct for any variations in the systems causediby a change
of operating characteristics ^over a long time span.

-

q
-----------------------End of Amendment------------------------

z j

'

Justification:, ,

?.-
This modification is desired to correct for the omission of a[ specific reference to the Argon-41 monitoring system and'
specific calibration requirements for each of the three
different monitoring systems. 4;

,
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3) Amendment to Section 5.4 of the Technical Specifications._

Application is hereby made to amend' Specifications (1),
, (2)'and (3) of Section 5.4 of the Technical _. Specifications to-

read as follova:

Soecifications:

(1) Function of Areq Jadiation Monitor (gamma-sensitive-
instruments): Monitor radiation fields in key locations,- ,

<

alarm and readout at control console.- ~

,
.

1(2)' Function of Continuous-Air Eadiation Monitor (beta ,
|gamma-sensitive detector with particulate collection-

capability): Monitor radioactive particulate activity in-..

the pool room air, alarm and readout at control console.
(3) Function of A-41 Monitor (gamma-sensitive' instrument)::__ lMonitor A-41 content in reactor exhaust air,falarm and

readout.at control console. j

;
-----------------------End of Amendment----------------------- !

Justification: 1

This modification is desired to correct the wording error that
implies that.the-A-41 monitor and CAM monitoringfsystems'are
calibrated in terms of concentration. They-actually are cali-
brated in terms of activity and a calculation of:the concen-
tration may be made using information on the flow rate through
these monitoring systems at the time of the readings. Theactual monitoring systems-as they exist today were' reviewed.
and found to be adequate as indicated in the NRC written SERwhen the facility was relicensed. q

-14) . Amendment-to Section 3.12 of the Technical lSpecifications.

Application is hereby made to change.the ALARA criterion.
-

~ .t
!

at the end of Section 3.12(2) from "20%" to "two sigma orca'

95% confidence limit."
-j

-----------------------End'of Amendment----------------------- i

Justification:
.

The arbitrary'20% ALARA limit presently specified in Section i
.

,

3.12(2) has no statistical bases and may be shifted by:selec-
tion of appropriate off-site points for comparison.- A more
statistically significant andLmeaningful limit ~is te specify

-

,

that the fence' post dose at the closest point of extended
occupancy shall not' exceed the aversge off-site backgrcund bytwo sigma or two s'Lardard de? .3:w. * the fence post dose

i

y

falls within two sigmt of t', --cooga
-

.-site background, one *-x

1
;
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j
can assert'with 95% confidence _that the? fence _ post'' dose'is due- I

purely to. background-radiationiand that the operation of the
reactor facility'is not significantly contributing to the:

ifence post dose at the point in question. j
i5) Amendment to Section 3.1 of the Technical Specifications, j

Application:is hereby made'to amend the specifications ]paragraph of Section 3.1^to readJas follows:
,

Soecification: -The reactor power level shall net exceed'1.1 !

Mw under any condition of operation.

6) Amendment to- Facility License Section 2.C. (1) .

ApplicationJis hereby ' mate to amend Section 2.C. (1)
Maximum Power. level of the Facility License to read "1100-
kilowatts" versus the present "1000 kilowatts."

-----------------------End of Amendment-----------------------

-Justification:-

Amendments 5) and 6) are desired to make the maximum power.
.level as specified in the Facility License consistent with

that specified in the Technical Specifications and yet_ allow |

. testing of the power level trips.- The present Technical j

Specification Limit is 1.3-Mw for testing.whereas the-license i
_ 'specifies 1000 Kw. This difference in maximum allowed power.

level creates a regulatory question that is removed-by,theproposed amendment. The. facility intends to: continue to limit-
steady-state power operation at the_1.0 Mw'leveltwithra buffer-
-zone.of .1 Mw for power fluctuations:and: power level-trip itesting.

It is a-well-documented fact that a<TRIGA reactor
with' stainless steel' clad fuelimay be safely' operated.up to
steaay-state power _ levels of 1.5 Mw.with natural convection i

; coo.ing. (See Safety Analysis at end of this document.) j
jj

7) -Amendment to add Section 3.14 to the Technical
,

Specifications. ;
,

1

Application is hereby.made to, amend the Technical
Specifications by adding.Section 3.14 as given below to ' ;

include all sealed sources stored in the reactor pool under ;

the Facility License.

'3.'14 Sealed sources in the reactor cool

Aeolicabilitv: This specification applies to any and all
sealed sov*ces stored in or used in the reactor pool.
Obiectives: The objectives of this requirement are: 1)

~

toensure-that any sealed source or sources that are stored or
used in the reactor pool do not constitute any type of signi-

-i
i

i
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ficant hazard to'the operationLof-the reactor, 2) that-any
such sealed source or sources-do not create a significant-
environmental or personnel radiation exposure' hazard, and 3)
that any such sealed source or sources do not compromise-the
ALARA criteri! of the facility.
Soecification:

(1) Sealed sources shall only be. stored and used in the east
dend or stcrage portion of the reactor pool"and not in the
iportion of the pool in which the reactor-core is normally
|situated. Sealed sources shall not atLany time be stored =

or used closer than five.(5) feet away from the' face of ,

'

an operating reactor core.

| (2) 'All storage and'use-of scaled sources in the reactoripool
shallLbeJconsidered as an experiment and shall;be ~

*

| reviewed and-approved by the Reactor Safeguards
Committee. A written operating. procedure for the stor; age -

and use of sealed sources in the reactor pool shall be in
effect under the requirements of 6.8.1.

<

(3) The radionuclide content.of the reactor pool water.shall
be monitored monthly.inforder to-detect a significant
leak in the sources. stored in the reactor pool. If the'specific radionuclide content of the pool' water exceeds 1

10 times the 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, Table'II, Column 2
value, steps shall be'taken to isolate.the source of the Iactivity and to mitigate the problem.

i

-----------------------End of Amendment-----------------------

Justification: '

This amendment is desired to insure that-the objectives' stated
above are met so that the health ~and. safety ~of the public is
protected when sealed sources are used in the reactor pool(see attached Safety Analysis) .

L (8) Amendment to add paragraph (e) under Technical
; Specifications, Section 6.10 (3) .- ,

,

I Application is hereby made to add-Section (e) to. para-
graph 6.10(3) of the Technical Specifications as listed below:

.

'

(e) Radionuclide content of the reactor pool water in'
excess of the limits specified in2 Section 3.14 (3)4

1; relating to Limiting Conditions of operation..
3

-----------------------End of Amendment-------- '
. ---------------

. 3
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' Justification:

- This amendment is desired to include exceeding the limits
specified in 3.14 (3) ? in -.the 30-day written report
requirements.-

,

--~~-------------------End of Amendment-----------------------

9) Typographical error | corrections'in the Technical
Specifications, i

i

.:

' Application is-hereby made to' correct the following-
'

listed typographical. errors in the Technical Specifications.
a) Change 3.5(2) to read "Section l'.4" instead'of.."Section 1.3."

f
|b) Change the second from the last line in Section 6.6-

from "RSO to "RSC." ,

'

c) Change the NRC address given in Sectiotis 6.10(2),
(3), (4) and-(5) to read:

3
Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

Washington,lDC 20555

Safety Analysis for Reactor Pool Water Radionucl'ide Limit '

The maximum quantity of radioactive liquid that can be
released.into the sanitary sewage system:is givin the-case.of gg by'10 CFR 20jAppendix B, Table I, Column 2.. Co which iscurrently.the major type of sealed source. stored in.the~reac-

-

tor pool,'the value in Table I, Column.2 is 20 times that <

ggveninTableII,-Column 2. Accordingly, in the. case of q2

Co, if the water in the reactor.poo11 reaches ~the maximum j

level specified in the proposed. Technical. Specifications and
'

subsequently all the pool . water were .to be| dumpedlinto the
sanitary sewer, such dumpage would not. exceed: the limits for

=

such dumpage without even taking credit for the dilution~

factor for the sewage system flow rate of the. University,.

i

Thus, a: worst case accident involving dumping:of the reaccor
pool. water into the-sewage system would:not endanger the
health'and safety of-the public at the proposed'radionuclide ;

limit.for contamination of the reactor pool by sealed sources q

in the reactor pool.

Safety Analysis for Chance in Maximum Authorized Steady-StatePower Level

At the present time an inconsistency exicts in the stated
maximum steady-state power level given in-paragraph.2.C.(1) ofthe Facility Operating License and that stated in Section 3.1
of the Technical Specifications.- The Facility License speci-

!
i

]
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L fies 1000 kW(t)' but the Technical Specifications allows opera- ;

|' tion up to a power level of.1300 kW(t) for a shortcinterval of -

time to test safety circuits. .The only practical'way to abso- >

lutely test a power level trip setting is to:run the reactor
L power level up to the trip setting and'see if1the trip..func
j tions at the .t level. In order.to retain ~the' trip testing;

capability-anu remove the inco:.sistency which is perceived as
possibly causing a. regulatory: problem, an amendment request is
being sumbitted to set the maximum authorized power ~1evel at
1100 kW(t) in both the Technical Specifications and the ;

<

p Facility License. '

t

The licensee intends to continue to: operate the . reactor [at a routine steady-state-power level of 10001kW(t). The ~t

higher. authorized power level will, as in.the past, be used
only for power level trip testing.

i' The 1100 kW(t) steady-state. power level requested--is'
,

within the bounds that have been analyzed'and authorized at*

other TRIGA. reactors (General Atomics-Mark F at-1500 kW(t), iUniversity of-Texas TRIGA Mark II-at 1100 kW(t) and Oregon ~

State University TRIGA reactor at<1100 kW(t)..' The Safety. ;
Limits (SL) and Limited Systems-Safety Settings (LSSS) for.the
reactor are not changed. The requested change does not -

involve pulsing operations and thus does not involve any c
. change to the existing Techi. cal Specification reactivity'

limits.
,

i Maintenance of integrity of the fuel cladding, the pri-
mary barrier against fission product release, is important for,

safe operation of a TRIGA reactor. The primary mechanism for j
. loss of cladding integrity in high-hydride stainless steel- 1
| cl6d TRIGA fuel is excessive pressure generated from'the dis--

sociation of the hydrogen and zirconium:in the fuel matrix.;

! The magnitude of the pressure is a function of'the fuel _ temp-
~

erature and the fuel hydrogen to zirconium ratio. :Theisafety
limits of 1150 C for-FLIP fuel.and.1000 C for standard fuel

0 0,

i have been shown to ensure 1that pressure in .tdur fuel. elements ;

! will not exceed the cladding ultimate stress.. .

. The-temperature
! of the fuel during steady state operation is dependent upon'. the heat transfer characteristics of the' fuel'and coolant.i

! The licensee calculates that the maximum power density per
L element will increase from 18.5 kW-per element to 20.4 in the : )
'

FLIP Region of a mixed (FLIP and Standard fuel) core as the
! reactor power j a raised - from 1000 kW(t) to 1100 kW(t) . .The-'

power. density in the Standard fuel at the outer edge of mixed
core remains essentially unchanged. This is withinLthe' values :

of 32 kW per element (General Atomic Torrey Pines TRIGA. Mark i
'

'

III) and.22.24 kW per element-(Texas A&M) that-have been
acceptable'and snown not to result in fail clad damage.

,

, Loss of coolant studies have shown that infinite opera-
[ tion at a power level of 25 kW per element-for FLIP fuel and

22 kW per element forHStandard fuel will result in fuel ele-
.' 1

.

!

$,
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= ment temperatures'of less1than 938 C for FLIP fuel and 900 C0 0

for Standard fuel when air is used to cool the elements. It
has been shown that' no cladding: damage occurs ab.these

<

temperatures. Becauseithe increased power level per element-
in the WSU-modified TRICA reactor. continues:to'be within these ;ceceptable limits,-the evaluation remains valid for the- '

requested 1100,kW(t). level.
'

s

' -iThe design' basis' accident'in'the WSU modified TRIGA
reactor is the loss of fuel; clad integrity for one fuel ele-
ment with the simultaneous loss of pool water which results in ;" ~

;
an airborn? release of fission-products.- TheLealculation of.
'the source term in the WSU modified-TRIGA reactor analysis; '

assumed a. power' level of 30 kW per element. Because|the
increased power level-per. element in the WSU modified.TRIGA
reactor continues'to be eithin these acceptable limits, this-

,

>

evaluation is still valid: for .the requested 1100 -kW(t) fpowerf x

-

-level.
.

Accidental introduction of excess react'ivity into thei
reactor at 1100.kW(t) results in a smaller pulse than at 1000
kW(t) because"the' higher initial'. power level ~(initial fuel-*

;temperature) results .in ~1ower powered pulses. Thissis due to. '

the increase in the prompt negative reactivity feedback ~

mechanism in the' fuel that occurs with higher fuel _. .

7 '
e temperature. Therefore, this accident continues-to be within.

.

acceptable' limits. .
3

'

Cooling the reactoriduring operation is not a concern.
TRIGA reactors are currently licensed to operate at power
levels up to 1500 kW(t) using naturallconvection cooling.

'

i
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